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1.0 – Introduction 

In 2021, with direction from the Sound Transit Board of Directors (Board), Triunity completed a programmatic 
assessment of project cost estimates, cost estimating, and management methodologies employed for the ST3 
Program.  The results of these assessments were summarized in the following three task reports that were delivered 
to the Board: 

 Task 1: Review, analyze, and prepare an independent assessment of the cost estimate trends for specific 
ST3 capital projects (April 2021). Task 1 Report. 

 Task 2: Programmatic review and analysis of the agency’s cost estimating methodology used to develop the 
ST3 construction and real estate estimates (June 2021). Task 2 Report. 

 Task 3: Review of and recommendations for the management methodology (September 2021). Task 3 
Report. 

As part of each task, Triunity provided specific recommendations for a total of fifty-five (55) recommendations across 
the 3 reports.  In November of 2021, Sound Transit Deputy CEO provided the Board with a memorandum 
summarizing the specific actions the Agency is taking to respond to these recommendations and how and when they 
are intended to be implemented, 

From August to October of 2022, Triunity performed an independent assessment of the Agency’s implementation of 
these recommendations as part of Task 6 of this contract.  This report summarizes our approach and this assessment. 

 
2.0 – Approach 

The purpose of this Task 6 assessment is to review the agency’s progress on implementation of fifty-five (55) 
recommendations that were developed and assess impact to see if completed work meets the initial intent of the 
recommendation.  This assessment was completed by meeting with key Sound Transit staff involved in the 
implementation of these recommendations and reviewing relevant Sound Transit policies and procedures, reporting, 
or other associated documentation.  Triunity met with representatives from Design, Engineering & Construction 
Management (DECM), Portfolio Services Office (PSO) and leadership from the West Seattle and Ballard Link 
Extensions (WSBLE) project team. 

Each recommendation and implementation were reviewed and determined to be in one of the following three 
categories and are summarized in Appendix A: 

1. Completed Work – meets the intent of the recommendation (green rows in Appendix A) 
2. In Progress (blue rows in Appendix A) 
3. Planned – not yet started (yellow rows in Appendix A) 

In some cases, ST staff has determined that a recommendation isn’t applicable as initially written.  A further 
explanation for this will be provided in Section 4.0. 

 
3.0 – Assessment of Agency’s Implementation of Recommendations 

ST leadership and staff have proactively and effectively worked to implement specific action in response to our earlier 
recommendations.  A summary of the current status of the agency’s implementation of these recommendations is as 
follows: 

https://www.soundtransit.org/st_sharepoint/download/sites/PRDA/FinalRecords/2021/Report%20-%20ST3%20Cost%20Estimates%20and%20General%20Assessment%20Task%201%20-%20Revised.pdf
https://www.soundtransit.org/st_sharepoint/download/sites/PRDA/FinalRecords/2021/Report%20-%20ST3%20Cost%20Estimating%20Assessment%20Task%202%20Revised%20Report.pdf
https://www.soundtransit.org/st_sharepoint/download/sites/PRDA/ActiveDocuments/Report%20-%20ST3%20Cost%20Estimating%20Assessment%20Task%203%20Final%20Report%2009-20-21.pdf
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1. 29 items (53%) are complete. 

2. 19 items (34%) are in progress. 

3. 7 items (13%) are planned but not started. 

Based on current projections from Sound Transit staff, it is expected that 70% of all items will be completed by the end 

of this year and 100% by the end of 2023. 

 

4.0 – Observations and Discussions 

Program Management 

In some instances, Sound Transit staff has considered these recommendations and determined that the 

recommended action isn’t always appropriate or applicable to the Agency or ST3 Program.  For example, in the Task 

3 report, we recommended that the Agency employ a Program Director or Program Management Team to serve as a 

single source of accountability to the Board and executive leadership for ST3.  In 2021, the Agency was undergoing a 

reorganization as part of the Design for Growth initiative and was standing up the new Portfolio Services Office (PSO).  

Based on these organizational changes, executive leadership has determined that a Program Director is not 

warranted at this time, as this function is being served collectively by the Deputy CEO and Chief Systems Officer 

along with the Executive Directors of PSO, PEPD, DECM and Operations.  We believe this approach is appropriate 

because it formalizes the single point (or team) of accountability. 

Cost Estimate Ranges 

In Task 2, we recommended that Sound Transit use estimate ranges for projects in early planning as a communication 

tool, due to the level of uncertainty associated with early project development.  The WSBLE team has implemented 

this and estimate ranges were recently published with the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) dated 

January 2022 (see Figure 4.1). 

 

Figure 4.1 – WSBLE Cost Estimate Ranges from the DEIS 
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Additionally, PCPP-02 Cost Estimating was updated last December and includes requirements that estimates 

prepared for pre-baselined projects, must be reported as a range in addition to the deterministic value.  Furthermore, 

these ranges must be developed based on a Quantitative Risk Analysis model. 

Right of Way 

During our earlier assessments, we identified opportunities for improvement related to estimating right of way costs 

and engagement of real property staff in early planning efforts.  Based on our recent discussions with Sound Transit 

staff, it is clear that good progress is being made in this area and it is expected this will result in more accurate cost 

estimates related to right of way and timely acquisition of necessary property.  Where possible, plans for potential 

early acquisition of critical parcels are underway.  A key position within the real property group was filled in the past 

year and new tools have been developed to improve tracking and projecting real estate trends by sector and county 

(see Figure 4.2). 

  

Figure 4.2 – Real Property Cost Estimate – Sector Adjustment Index by County 
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PSO and Reporting 

The Portfolio Services Office (PSO) now serves as the single source of truth on scope, schedule and budget for the 

entire ST3 Program and has made substantial progress in developing the inaugural Annual Program Review (see 

Figure 4.3) which was first published in April 2022.  This Annual Program Review is intended to provide the Board, 

Agency Leadership and stakeholders with a holistic understanding of the status of the ST3 Program considering 

affordability, project readiness, and other key metrics and enables project teams and leadership to make timely 

decisions and adjustments as needed.   

 
Figure 4.3 – Annual Program Review Report 

In September of 2022, the Agency launched a new Project Performance Tracker (see Figure 4.4) which is a 

dashboard tool that can be used to track all ST3 projects opening dates, completion status and risks (budget, 

schedule, and contingency).  A request to add trending arrows is already being incorporated in the Tracker to indicate 

the direction of any change from the previous month.  This Tracker that is accessible on any sized device (form fitted 

for small screens when necessary), is available at the following link: https://www.soundtransit.org/system-

expansion/building-system/project-performance-tracker.  

 

Figure 4.4 – Project Performance Tracker 

https://www.soundtransit.org/system-expansion/building-system/project-performance-tracker
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The PSO is leading a comprehensive and programmatic effort to update Policies & Procedures, and Engineering 

Standards & Requirements.  These are being updated to reflect the current organizational structure and incorporate 

refinements in cost estimating methodology, risk management and other earlier lessons learned.  Sound Transit Staff 

have developed a Standards & Requirements Dashboard where progress, tasks and schedules are being tracked for 

completing these updates.  A schedule for updating all the Program Control’s Policies and Procedures (PCPP) was 

provided by the PSO with all updates scheduled for completion by Q3 of 2023. 

Conclusion 

ST3 represents one of the most ambitious transit programs in the country and the Agency remains committed to 

implementing strategic priorities and making continuous improvements.  In some instances, Sound Transit staff were 

already working to address opportunities for improvement that were aligned with the Triunity recommendations such 

as the launching of PSO and the early involvement of the Real Property group on ST3 projects.  Through the 

Realignment process that culminated in Board Resolution No. R2021-05 and with direction from the Board and 

executive leadership, Sound Transit staff has prioritized and productively worked to implement improvements 

addressing the Triunity recommendations.  The Triunity team expects that the tools and processes being developed 

and implemented by staff will prove beneficial to the Agency for years to come, reducing the risk of large-scale 

changes to cost estimates, project scopes & schedules and the overall program. 
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APPENDIX A 
Table of Recommendations, Status and Findings 
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